Foundational Concepts installed in the citizen’s minds through cultural programming

Hierarchical authority in the social system

Personality Integration i.e. “What I am” is defined in terms of the system

Institutional Awareness

Mythology of the Culture

Acknowledgement of position in the hierarchy of power of the system

Generic Model of Social Context

Social Strategy

Strategy (mission, vision, goals, objectives, and key performance indicators) of the society

Social Architecture

Framework of guiding principles that define the scope and nature of the society

Social Systems designed through Social Engineering

Social Systems which are designed to realize the Strategy and which are aligned with the Social Architecture

Operating Model

Defines how the social systems operate both internally and with other components of the Social Architecture.

Social Control Systems

Social Systems and techniques which are specifically designed to enable control of the society at all levels.

The Mind of the Citizen

Characteristics and capabilities of the citizenry

Specific capabilities and skills which are conditioned into the citizens resulting in behavior that creates the social reality.

Social Reality

In any society individual perception over time becomes social reality
Social Context of an Oligarchic Controlled State

Why is this model depicted in Red? Because if you don’t understand it then the social context is a cage.

The Oligarchy

Notice that in this model direct control (a police state) of the population is not necessary. Control is exerted indirectly. Which is why the general population has great difficulty identifying their true state (enslavement) and the source of their enslavement (the Oligarchs).

Social participation by circumstantial conscription i.e. people are born into the system.

You are here.

Social Reality

In any society individual perception over time becomes social reality.

The Mind Cage

Characteristics and capabilities of the citizenry

Social Systems designed through Social Engineering

Operating Model

Social Control Systems

The weight of the State

Social Systems which are designed to realize the Strategy and which are aligned with the Social Architecture.

 Defines how the social systems operate both internally and with other components of the Social Architecture.

Social Systems and techniques which are specifically designed to enable control of the society at all levels.

Specific capabilities and skills which are conditioned into the citizens resulting in behavior that creates the social reality.

Social Strategy

Framework of guiding principles that define the scope and nature of the society.

Strategy (mission, vision, goals, objectives, and key performance indicators) of the society.

Social Context of an Oligarchic Controlled State

Foundational Concepts installed in the citizen’s minds through cultural programming

Hierarchy of authority in the social system

Personality Integration i.e. “What I am” is defined in terms of the system

Institutional Awareness

Mythology of the Culture

Acknowledgement of position in the hierarchy of power of the system
Social Context of a Democratic State

Why is this not depicted in any particular color scheme?

Because the nature of this society is totally dependent on the citizens who create it!

Social participation by circumstantial conscription i.e. people are born into the system

You are here.

Social Reality

In any society individual perception over time becomes social reality

Foundational Concepts installed in the citizen’s minds through cultural programming

Democracy  Self Awareness  Social Awareness  Clear understanding of the reality of the Culture  Acknowledgement of and commitment to personal responsibility to define, create, and maintain social reality.
Social Context of a State based on Strategic Social Architecture Principles

This shows where Strategic Social Architecture fits in the social context.

Social Strategy

Strategic Social Architecture

Social Systems designed through Social Engineering

Operating Model

Social Control Systems

The Mind of the Citizen

Characteristics and capabilities of the citizenry

Social Reality

In any society individual perception over time becomes social reality.

Foundational Concepts installed in the citizen’s minds through cultural programming

Democracy
Self Awareness
Social Architecture and Social Engineering
Social Awareness
Clear understanding of the reality of the Culture
Acknowledgement of and commitment to personal responsibility to define, create, and maintain social reality.